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Abstract
We propose a superfield method to construct off-shell actions for N -extended
conformal supergravity theories in three space-time dimensions. It makes use of
the superform technique to engineer supersymmetric invariants. The method is
specifically applied to the case of N = 1 conformal supergravity and provides a new
realization for the actions of conformal and topologically massive supergravities.
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1 Introduction
Inspired by the construction of three-dimensional N = 1 topologically massive super-
gravity [1, 2], conformal supergravities in three dimensions were formulated as supersym-
metric Chern-Simons theories for N = 1 [3], N = 2 [4], and finally for arbitrary N [5].
The approaches pursued in [3, 4, 5] are purely component. They are on-shell for N > 2,
and do not allow for a conventional superspace reformulation for N > 1. The action for
N = 1 conformal supergravity can readily be constructed in terms of the superfield con-
nection as a superspace integral [6, 7, 8] (although the results in [6, 7, 8] are incomplete,
see section 3). However, such a construction becomes impossible starting from N = 2.
This is because (i) the spinor and vector sectors of the superfield connection have positive
dimension equal to 1/2 and 1 respectively; and (ii) the dimension of the full superspace
measure is (N − 3). As a result, it is not possible to construct contributions to the action
that are cubic in the superfield connection for N ≥ 2.
Nevertheless, it turns out that N -extended conformal supergravity can be realized
in terms of the off-shell Weyl supermultiplet [9] and the associated curved superspace
geometry originally sketched in [9] and later fully developed in [10]. Such a realization is
a generalization of the superform formulation for the linear multiplet in four-dimensional
N = 2 conformal supergravity given in [11].1 In the present paper we will first describe our
method by explicitly constructing a new action principle forN = 1 conformal supergravity
in three dimensions. After doing so, an outline will be given as to how this method should
be used in the case of extended conformal supergravities.
Three-dimensionalN = 1 supergravity is an old topic that goes back to 1977. Without
pretending to give a complete literature review, here we only list several works [15, 16, 17]
which initiated this research topic.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the superspace geometry of
N = 1 conformal supergravity. In section 3 we describe standard actions for conformal
supergravity and topologically massive supergravity realized as superspace integrals. Here
we also present the N = 1 supersymmetric Cotton tensor. Section 4 describes our main
construction. A component analysis of our results is given in section 5. In section 6
we give a sketch of our method as applied to extended conformal supergravity. The
main body of the paper is accompanied by two technical appendices concerning a locally
supersymmetric action and exact three-forms in superspace.
1At the heart of the formulation [11] lies the superform approach to the construction of supersymmetric
invariants [12, 13, 14], also know as the ectoplasm formalism [13, 14].
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2 N = 1 conformal supergravity in superspace
In this section we review the geometry of N = 1 conformal supergravity in superspace
following the notation and conventions of [10]. Let us consider a curved superspace, which
is locally parametrized by real bosonic (xm) and real fermionic (θµ) coordinates
zM = (xm, θµ) , m = 0, 1, 2 , µ = 1, 2 . (2.1)
The superspace structure group is the double covering of the Lorentz group, SL(2,R),
and we denote by Mab = −Mba the Lorentz generators. The covariant derivatives have
the form:
DA = (Da,Dα) = EA + ΩA . (2.2)
Here the vector fields EA = EA
M∂/∂zM define the inverse vielbein, and
ΩA =
1
2
ΩA
bcMbc = −ΩAbMb = 1
2
ΩA
βγMβγ , Mab = −Mba , Mαβ =Mβα (2.3)
is the Lorentz connection. The Lorentz generators with two vector indices (Mab), with
one vector index (Ma) and with two spinor indices (Mαβ) are related to each other by
the rules: Ma = 12εabcMbc and Mαβ = (γa)αβMa.
The supergravity gauge group is generated by local transformations of the form
δKDA = [K,DA] , K = ξCEC + 1
2
KcdMcd , (2.4)
with all the gauge parameters obeying natural reality conditions but otherwise arbitrary.
Given a tensor superfield T , it transforms as follows:
δKT = KT . (2.5)
The covariant derivatives satisfy the (anti)commutation relations
[DA,DB} = TABCDC + 1
2
RAB
cdMcd , (2.6)
with TAB
C the torsion and RAB
cd the Lorentz curvature. Similar to the connection, the
Lorentz curvature can be realized in three different forms as tensors carrying two vector
indices (RAB
cd), one vector index (RAB
c) and two spinor indices (RAB
γδ). These are
related to each other by the rules: RAB
c = 1
2
εcdeRABde and RAB
γδ = (γc)
γδRAB
c.
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To describe conformal supergravity, the covariant derivatives have to obey certain
constraints such that the complete algebra of covariant derivatives, compatible with all
the Bianchi identities, is
{Dα,Dβ} = 2iDαβ − 4iSMαβ , (2.7a)
[Da,Dβ] = S(γa)βγDγ − (γa)βγCγδρMδρ − 2
3
(
(DβS)δca − 2εabc(γb)βγ(DγS)
)Mc , (2.7b)
[Da,Db] = εabc
{[ i
2
(γc)αβC
αβγ − 2i
3
(γc)βγ(DβS)
]
Dγ
−
[
− i
2
(γc)αβ(γd)γδD(αCβγδ) −
(2i
3
(D2S) + 4S2
)
ηcd
]
Md
}
. (2.7c)
Here the scalar S is real and the spinor Cαβγ = C(αβγ) is real and completely symmetric
and D2 := DαDα. The dimension-2 Bianchi identities imply that
DαCβγδ = D(αCβγδ) − iεα(βDγδ)S , (2.8)
and hence
DγCαβγ = −4i
3
DαβS . (2.9)
The algebra of covariant derivatives is invariant under arbitrary super-Weyl transfor-
mations [7, 8, 18] of the form
δσDα = 1
2
σDα + (Dβσ)Mαβ , (2.10a)
δσDa = σDa + i
2
(γa)
γδ(Dγσ)Dδ + εabc(Dbσ)Mc , (2.10b)
with the parameter σ being a real unconstrained superfield, provided the torsion super-
fields transform as
δσS = σS − i
4
D2σ , (2.11a)
δσCαβγ =
3
2
σCαβγ − 1
2
D(αβDγ)σ . (2.11b)
The super-Weyl invariance is compulsory for the above geometry to describe the multiplet
of N = 1 conformal supergravity. This local symmetry will play a crucial role in the
present paper.
We introduce the vielbein and connection one-forms defined by
EA := dzMEM
A , (2.12a)
3
ΩC
D := dzMΩMC
D = EAΩAC
D , (2.12b)
where the supermatrix EM
A is the inverse of EA
M ,
EM
AEA
N = δNM , EA
MEM
B = δBA . (2.13)
The connection one-form is associated with the Lorentz group,
ΩA
B =
(
Ωa
b 0
0 1
2
Ωα
β
)
=
(
−εdabΩd 0
0 1
2
(γd)α
βΩd
)
. (2.14)
The superspace geometry of N = 1 conformal supergravity can be recast in terms of
superforms which will be a crucial ingredient of our construction. The torsion and the
curvature two-forms are
TC :=
1
2
EB ∧ EATABC = −dEC + EB ∧ ΩBC , (2.15a)
RC
D :=
1
2
EB ∧ EARABCD = dΩCD − ΩCE ∧ ΩED . (2.15b)
Here we have explicitly indicated the operation of wedge product (∧) of superforms.
However, in the remainder of the paper it will be assumed and not be given explicitly.
Given a p-form Fp :=
1
p!
dzMp · · · dzM1FM1···Mp its exterior derivative can be written in two
different forms:
dFp =
1
p!
dzMp · · · dzM1dzN∂NFM1···Mp (2.16a)
=
1
p!
EAp · · ·EA1EB
{
DBFA1···Ap −
p
2
TBA1
CFCA2···Ap
}
. (2.16b)
For the subsequent analysis we will need the super-Weyl transformations of the vielbein
and the connection one-forms. They are
δσE
α = −1
2
σEα − i
2
(γb)
αβ(Dβσ)Eb , (2.17a)
δσE
a = −σEa , (2.17b)
and
δσΩ
c = Eα
{
− (γc)αβ(Dβσ)
}
+ Ea
{
− εabc(Dbσ)
}
. (2.18)
To construct a locally supersymmetric action principle, we need a real scalar La-
grangian L, of mass dimension +2, with the super-Weyl transformation law [10]
δσL = 2σL . (2.19)
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The action is
S = i
∫
d3xd2θE L , E−1 = Ber(EAM) . (2.20)
The action is super-Weyl invariant, since the super-Weyl transformation of E proves to be
δσE = −2σE. Instead of defining the action principle using the superspace integration, it
suffices to construct a three-form Ξ(L) which is constructed in terms of L and possesses
the following properties: (i) Ξ(L) is closed, d Ξ(L) = 0; (ii) Ξ(L) is super-Weyl invariant,
δσΞ(L) = 0; (iii) Ξ(L) is dimensionless. In fact, the conditions (ii) and (iii) prove to
completely determine (modulo an overall factor) the explicit form of Ξ(L) to be
Ξ(L) = i
2
EγEβEa(γa)βγL+ 1
4
EγEbEaεabc(γ
c)γ
δDδL
− 1
24
EcEbEaεabc
(
iD2 + 8S)L . (2.21)
It is a simple exercise to check that this form is closed, d Ξ(L) = 0. This three-form
coincides with that originally constructed in [20] by directly solving the cohomological
problem d Ξ = 0.
3 Traditional approach to conformal supergravity and
topologically massive supergravity
With the matrix notation ΩA = (ΩAβ
γ), the action for conformal supergravity is
SCSG =
∫
d3xd2θE Ωαβγ
{
Cαβγ − 4
3
εα(βDγ)S
}
−1
3
∫
d3xd2θE
{
tr(
1
4
ΩαΩβΩαβ + 2SΩαΩα) + SΩαβαΩγβγ
}
+16i
∫
d3xd2θE S2 . (3.1)
The tensor in the braces in the first line of (3.1) is divergenceless with respect to its first
index,
Dα
{
Cαβγ − 4
3
εα(βDγ)S
}
= 0 . (3.2)
Modulo an overall coefficient, the structures in the first and second lines of (3.1) are
uniquely fixed by the condition of invariance under the local Lorentz transformations
δKΩA
bc = KA
DΩD
bc −DAKbc . (3.3)
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The last term in (3.1) is uniquely fixed by requiring invariance under the super-Weyl
transformations
δσΩα
γδ =
1
2
σΩα
γδ + 2δ(γα Dδ)σ , (3.4a)
δσΩαβ
γδ = σΩαβ
γδ − i(D(ασ)Ωβ)γδ + 2δ(γ(αDδ)β)σ . (3.4b)
The topological mass term appearing in the first two lines of (3.1) was given in Super-
space [6], eq. (2.6.47). However, since 3D N = 1 super-Weyl invariance was not discussed
in [6], the complete action (3.1) was not presented in this book. Instead the requirement
of super-Weyl invariance was put forward by Zupnik and Pak [7, 8], who derived an action
of the form (3.1). However, their completely symmetric torsion Cαβγ was chosen to obey
the constraint DαCαβγ = 0 which holds only in a special super-Weyl gauge such that
DαβS = 0, due to the Bianchi identity (2.9). So the actual status of the action presented
in [7, 8] is not quite clear to us.
Varying the conformal supergravity action (3.1) with respect to a supergravity prepo-
tential [6] leads to the N = 1 supersymmetric Cotton tensor2
Wαβγ =
i
2
D2Cαβγ +D(αβDγ)S + 4SCαβγ . (3.5)
It is an instructive exercise to prove that the super-Weyl transformation of Wαβγ is
δσWαβγ =
5
2
σWαβγ . (3.6)
The equation of motion for conformal supergravity is
Wαβγ = 0 . (3.7)
At the same time, this equation is the necessary and sufficient condition for the superspace
to be conformally flat.
The action for three-dimensional N = 1 Poincare´ supergravity is
SPSG = −i
∫
d3xd2θE
{ i
2
DαϕDαϕ− Sϕ2 + λ
4
ϕ4
}
, (3.8)
with λ a cosmological constant. This action is super-Weyl invariant provided ϕ transforms
by the rule
δσϕ =
1
2
σϕ . (3.9)
2This expression may be compared with the N = 2 supersymmetric Cotton tensor [19].
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The scalar field ϕ, which is chosen to be nowhere vanishing, plays the role of the conformal
compensator. The super-Weyl invariance can be used to impose the gauge ϕ = 1.
The equations of motion corresponding to the action (3.8) are
ϕD(αDβγ)ϕ− 3D(αϕDβγ)ϕ+ ϕ2Cαβγ = 0 , (3.10a)(
iD2 + 2S)ϕ− λϕ3 = 0 . (3.10b)
Eq. (3.10a) is obtained by varying the action with respect to the supergravity prepotential.
The left-hand side of (3.10a) is proportional to the supercurrent for the scalar superfield
ϕ described by the action (3.8). It is an instructive exercise to show that both equations
(3.10a) and (3.10b) are super-Weyl invariant.
To describe topologically massive supergravity, we have to consider a linear combina-
tion of the two actions (3.1) and (3.8). Then the conformal supergravity equation (3.7)
turns into
Wαβγ −m
(
ϕD(αDβγ)ϕ− 3D(αϕDβγ)ϕ+ ϕ2Cαβγ
)
= 0 , (3.11)
with m a parameter of unit mass dimension.
If we choose the super-Weyl gauge ϕ = 1 and linearize eq. (3.11) around Minkowski
superspace, we end up with( i
2
D2 −m
)
Cαβγ = 0 =⇒ (2−m2)Cαβγ = 0 , (3.12)
with D2 = DαDα and Dα the spinor derivatives in Minkowski superspace.
4 Main construction
In this section we describe the key points of our method as applied to N = 1 conformal
supergravity.
4.1 One-parameter family of covariant derivatives
Of special importance for our analysis is the observation that the geometry of confor-
mal supergravity, which was reviewed in section 2, can be described by a one-parameter
family of covariant derivatives ∇A,
DA = EA + ΩA −→ ∇A = EA + ΩA , (4.1)
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defined as follows
∇α = Dα , ∇a = Da + 2λSMa , (4.2a)
with λ a real parameter. Only the vector connection becomes deformed,
Ωα
c = Ωα
c , Ωa
c = Ωa
c − 2λSδac . (4.2b)
We will use boldface notation for the torsion and curvature tensors associated with
the deformed covariant derivatives ∇A,
[∇A,∇B} = T ABC∇C + 1
2
RAB
cdMcd . (4.3)
The algebra of the deformed covariant derivatives is as follows:
{∇α,∇β} = 2i∇αβ − 4i(1 + λ)S(γc)αβMc , (4.4a)
[∇a,∇β] = (1− λ)S(γa)βγ∇γ −
[
(γa)β
γ(γc)δρCγδρ +
2(1 + 3λ)
3
(∇βS)δca
− 4
3
εab
c(γb)βγ(∇γS)
]
Mc , (4.4b)
[∇a,∇b] = 4λSεabc∇c + εabc
[ i
2
(γc)αβC
αβγ∇γ − 2i
3
(γc)βγ(∇βS)
]
∇γ
−εabc
[
− i
2
(γc)αβ(γd)γδ∇(αCβγδ) − ηcd
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1− λ2)S2
)
+ 2λεced(∇eS)
]
Md . (4.4c)
The covariant derivatives DA, which were introduced in section 2, correspond to the choice
λ = 0. On the other hand, the choice λ = −1 corresponds to the covariant derivatives
employed in the book [6].
The spinor covariant derivative ∇α and the torsion tensors S and Cαβγ are obviously
λ-independent, and their super-Weyl transformations do not change. The super-Weyl
transformation of the deformed vector derivatives ∇a is
δσ∇a = σ∇a + i
2
(γa)
γδ(∇γσ)∇δ + εabc(∇bσ)Mc − λi
2
(∇2σ)Ma . (4.5)
From here we read off the super-Weyl transformation of the deformed connection one-
form:
δσΩ
c = Eα
{
− (γc)αβ(∇βσ)
}
+ Ea
{
− εabc(∇bσ) + λi
2
δca(∇2σ)
}
. (4.6)
This turns into (2.18) for λ = 0.
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4.2 Curvature squared four-form
We are interested in the λ-dependent four-form
R2 := RaRa =
2
5
RA
BRB
A , (4.7)
which is closed for any value of λ,
dR2 = 0 . (4.8)
The curvature two-form Rd = 1
2
EBEARAB
d has the following components:
Rαβ
d = 4i(1 + λ)S(γd)αβ , (4.9a)
Raβ
d = (γa)β
γ(γd)δρCγδρ +
1
3
(
2(1 + 3λ)(∇βS)δda − 4εabd(γb)βγ(∇γS)
)
, (4.9b)
Rab
d = εabc
[
− i
2
(γc)αβ(γd)γδ∇(αCβγδ) −
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1− λ2)S2
)
ηcd
+ 2λεced(∇eS)
]
. (4.9c)
In terms of the curvature two-form, the form R2 reads
R2 := ReRe =
1
4
EDECEBEARAB
eRCDe
=
1
4
EδEγEβEαRαβ
eRγδe + E
δEγEβEaRaβ
eRγδe
+
1
2
EδEγEbEaRab
eRγδe − EδEγEbEaRaγeRbδe
+EδEcEbEaRab
eRcδe . (4.10)
Using this representation and also defining the components of R2 as
R2 =
1
4!
EDECEBEA(R2)ABCD
=
1
24
EδEγEβEα(R2)αβγδ +
1
6
EδEγEβEa(R2)aβγδ +
1
4
EδEγEbEa(R2)abγδ
+
1
6
EδEcEbEa(R2)abcδ , (4.11)
direct calculations give
(R2)αβγδ = 0 , (4.12a)
(R2)aβγδ = −48i(1 + λ)S(γa)(βρCγδ)ρ − 16i(1 + λ)(1− 3λ)S(∇(βS)(γa)γδ) , (4.12b)
(R2)abγδ = εabc
{
4(γc)γδC
αρτCαρτ − 8(γc)ρτ (∇(ρS)Cγδ)τ − 8
3
(γc)(γ
ρ(∇τS)Cδ)ρτ
9
− 8λ(γc)ρτ (∇(γS)Cδ)ρτ − 32λ
3
(γc)γδ(∇ρS)(∇ρS)
− 8(1 + λ)S
[
(γc)ρτ (∇(γCδρτ)) + i(γc)γδ
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1− λ2)S2
)
+ 2iλεcde(γd)γδ(∇eS)S
]}
, (4.12c)
(R2)abcδ = εabc
{
4iCγρτ∇(δCγρτ) − 8(1 + 3λ)
[ i
3
(∇2S) + 2(1− λ2)S2
]
(∇δS)
− 4λ(γd)ρτ (∇dS)Cδρτ + 32λ
3
(γd)δρ(∇ρS)(∇dS)
}
. (4.12d)
4.3 Torsion-induced three-form
Our next task is to look for a three-form ΣT =
1
3!
ECEBEAΣABC such that (i) it obeys
the equation
dΣ = R2 ; (4.13)
and (ii) its components are constructed in terms of the torsion and its covariant derivatives.
The equation (4.13) is equivalent to
4∇[AΣBCD) − 6T [ABEΣ|E|CD) = (R2)ABCD . (4.14)
Under the additional conditions Σαβγ = Σaβγ = 0, it turns out that eq. (4.14) allows us
to completely determine all the components of ΣABC in terms of (R
2)ABCD. This relies
on the fact that Tαβ
c = 2i(γc)αβ. The presence of this dimensionless torsion allows us
to iteratively use (4.14) to express ΣABC in terms of derivatives of lower mass dimension
components and (R2)ABCD. This is a superform analogue of Dragon’s theorem [21] (see
also [22]) and is a crucial ingredient in iteratively solving superspace Bianchi identities.
In particular, by using (4.14), it is not difficult to prove that
Σabγ =
i
40
εabc
[
(γc)γ
δ(γd)ρτ (R2)dδρτ + 2ε
cde(γd)
δρ(R2)eγδρ
]
, (4.15a)
Σabc = − i
24
εabc(γd)
γδεdef
[
2∇(γΣefδ) − (R2)efγδ
]
. (4.15b)
Using the explicit form for (R2)ABCD gives
ΣT =
1
2
EγEbEa εabc
{
− 4(1 + λ)(γc)δρCγδρS − 8(1 + λ)(1− 3λ)
3
(γc)γ
δ(∇δS)S
}
+
1
6
EcEbEa εabc
{
2iCαβγCαβγ +
4i
3
(1− 6λ− 3λ2)(∇γS)∇γS
+ 4i(1 + λ)(1− λ)(∇2S)S + 16(1 + λ)(1− λ2)S3
}
. (4.16)
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One can explicitly check that this three-form satisfies (4.13) or equivalently (4.14). The
crucial feature of ΣT is that it is constructed only in terms of the torsion tensor.
There is a natural freedom in the choice of ΣT described by
ΣT → Σ˜T = ΣT + AΞ(S2) , (4.17)
where A is a real parameter, and Ξ(L) denotes the closed three-form (2.21). The specific
feature of the three-form Σ˜T with A 6= 0 is that Σ˜aβγ 6= 0.
We need to work out how ΣT behaves under the super-Weyl transformations. For this
it is necessary to use the transformation rules for the supervielbein (2.17a)–(2.17b) and
the torsion superfields (2.11a)–(2.11b) along with the following equations
∇α∇2σ = −2i∇αβ∇βσ + 2i(1 + 3λ)S∇ασ = −2i∇β∇αβσ + 8iS∇ασ , (4.18a)
∇2∇2σ = −4∇a∇aσ + 8i(∇αS)∇ασ + 8iS∇2σ . (4.18b)
After some involved algebra, we end up with the super-Weyl variation of ΣT:
δσΣT =
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− 4(1 + λ)2(1− 3λ)(γc)γδS2∇δσ + (1 + λ)i(γc)δρCγδρ∇2σ
+
2i(1 + λ)(1− 3λ)
3
(γc)γ
δ(∇δS)∇2σ − 4(1 + λ)(1− λ)S∇c∇γσ
− 4λ(1 + λ)εcde(γd)γδS∇e∇δσ
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
− 2i(γd)αβCαβγ∇d∇γσ − 4i(1− 6λ− 3λ
2)
3
(γd)γδ(∇γS)∇d∇δσ
+ (1 + λ)(1− λ)
(
− 12λiS2∇2σ + (∇2S)∇2σ − 4S∇a∇aσ
)
+ 12(1 + λ)(1− 2λ− λ2)iS(∇αS)∇ασ
}
. (4.19)
This variation is non-zero for any value of λ.
4.4 Chern-Simons three-form
We have just constructed the torsion-induced three-form ΣT which solves the equation
(4.13). The same equation has another natural solution given by a Lorentz Chern-Simons
three-form defined by
ΣCS := Ω
cRc +
1
6
εabcΩ
aΩbΩc =
2
5
[
ΩA
BRB
A +
1
3
ΩA
BΩB
CΩC
A
]
. (4.20)
Indeed, using the structure equation
dRA
B = RA
CΩC
B −ΩACRCB , (4.21)
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it is easy to check that
dΣCS = R
2 . (4.22)
There are two main differences between the three-forms ΣT and ΣCS. First of all, the com-
ponents of ΣT are tensors constructed in terms of the torsion and its covariant derivatives,
while the components of the Chern-Simons three-form ΣCS involve the naked connection.
Secondly, the three-form ΣT is invariant under the local Lorentz transformations, while
ΣCS changes by an exact term.
The explicit form of ΣCS is as follows:
ΣCS =
1
6
EγEβEα
{
12i(1 + λ)(γa)αβSΩγa − εabcΩαaΩβbΩγc
}
+
1
2
EγEβEa
{[
2(γa)β
α(γb)δρCαδρ +
4
3
(
(1 + 3λ)(∇βS)δca + 2εabc(γb)βα(∇αS)
)]
Ωγc
+ 4i(1 + λ)(γc)βγSΩac − εbcdΩabΩβcΩγd
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{[
− i
2
(γc)αβ(γd)δρ∇(αCβδρ) − ηcd
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1− λ2)S2
)
+ 2λεced(∇eS)
]
Ωγd
+
[
εcdf (γf )γα(γ
e)δρC
αδρ − 2(1 + 3λ)
3
(∇γS)εcde
− 4ηe[c(γd])γα(∇αS)
]
Ωde
+
1
2
εcd1d2εe1e2e3Ωd1
e1Ωd2
e2Ωγ
e3
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{[
− i
2
(γd)αβ(γe)γδ∇(αCβγδ) − ηde
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1− λ2)S2
)
− 2λεdef (∇fS)
]
Ωde
+
1
6
εabcε
d1d2d3εe1e2e3Ωd1
e1Ωd2
e2Ωd3
e3
}
. (4.23)
We conclude this subsection by giving the expression for the super-Weyl transforma-
tion of ΣCS. In computing its variation, we can ignore all contributions that are exact
three-forms. This considerably simplifies the calculation if we make use of the identity
δσΣCS = 2(δσΩ
a)Ra + exact three-form . (4.24)
The result of the calculation is
δσΣCS =
1
2
EγEβEa
{
− 4εabc(γb)βγ(γc)ραCραδ∇δσ + 4(1 + 3λ)
3
εabc(γ
b)βγ(γ
c)ρα(∇αS)∇ρσ
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− 4(1− λ)(γa)βγ(∇αS)∇ασ − 4λ(1 + λ)(γa)βγS∇2σ
+ 8i(1 + λ)εabc(γ
b)βγS∇cσ
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− 2i(γc)αβ(∇(αCβγδ))∇δσ + λi(γc)δρCγδρ∇2σ
+ 2(γd)γα(γ
c)δρC
αδρ∇dσ − (γc)γρ
[4i
3
(∇2S) + 8(1− λ2)S2
]
∇ρσ
− 4λεcde(γd)γρ(∇eS)∇ρσ − 8λi
3
(γc)γα(∇αS)∇2σ
+
8
3
(1 + 3λ)(∇γS)∇cσ − 8
3
εcde(γd)γα(∇αS)∇eσ
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
8λ(∇eS)∇eσ + 2λ(∇2S)∇2σ − 12iλ(1 + λ)(1− λ)S2∇2σ
}
+exact three-form . (4.25)
4.5 Closed three-forms
An immediate corollary of the results obtained so far is that the three-form defined by
Σ := ΣT −ΣCS (4.26)
is closed,
dΣ = 0 . (4.27)
Now one can see the advantage of using the deformed covariant derivatives ∇A, eq. (4.2a),
which depend on the parameter λ. The crucial observation is that the three-form Σ is
closed for any value of λ, and so are its partial derivatives with respect to λ. Because Σ
is polynomial in λ, by differentiating Σ with respect to λ we generate a finite number of
new closed three-forms. In particular, the explicit form of Σ is
Σ =
1
6
EγEβEα
{
− 12i(1 + λ)(γa)αβSΩγa + εabcΩαaΩβbΩγc
}
+
1
2
EγEβEa
{[ 8
3
εab
c(γb)βα(∇αS)− 4(1 + 3λ)
3
(∇βS)δca − 2(γa)βα(γc)δρCαδρ
]
Ωγc
− 4i(1 + λ)(γc)βγSΩac + εbcdΩabΩβcΩγd
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− 4(1 + λ)(γc)δρCγδρS − 8(1 + λ)(1− 3λ)
3
(γc)γ
δ(∇δS)S
+
[ i
2
(γc)αβ(γe)ρδ∇(αCβρδ) +
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1− λ2)S2
)
ηce
− 2λεcde(∇dS)
]
Ωγe
13
+
[
εcde(γe)γ
α(γf )δρCαδρ +
2(1 + 3λ)
3
(∇γS)εcdf
+
8
3
ηf [c(γd])γ
α(∇αS)
]
Ωdf
− 1
2
εcdeεfghΩd
fΩe
gΩγ
h
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
2iCµρτCµρτ +
4i(1− 6λ− 3λ2)
3
(∇γS)(∇γS)
+ 4i(1 + λ)(1− λ)(∇2S)S + 16(1 + λ)(1− λ2)S3
+
[ i
2
(γd)αβ(γf )γδ∇(αCβγδ) +
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1− λ2)S2
)
ηdf
− 2λεdef (∇eS)
]
Ωdf
− 1
6
εe1e2e3εd1d2d3Ωe1
d1Ωe2
d2Ωe3
d3
}
. (4.28)
In computing partial derivatives of Σ with respect to λ, one has to use the identities
∂λΩa
c = −2δcaS , ∂λ∇a = 2SMa . (4.29)
Direct calculations give
∂Σ
∂λ
=
1
6
EγEβEα
{
− 12i(γa)αβSΩγa
}
+
1
2
EγEβEa
{
8i(1 + λ)(γa)βγS2 − 4(∇βS)Ωγa − 4i(γc)βγSΩac − 2εacdSΩβcΩγd
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− 2(γc)δρCγδρS + 16(2 + 3λ)
3
(γc)γ
δ(∇δS)S + 2εcdf (∇γS)Ωdf
+
[
− 8λS2ηce − 2εcde(∇dS)
]
Ωγe + 4SΩe[cΩγe]
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
− 8i(1 + λ)(∇γS)(∇γS)− 4i(1 + 2λ)(∇2S)S
− 8(1 + λ)(1 + 3λ)S3 +
[
− 8λS2ηdf − 2εdef (∇eS)
]
Ωdf
− 2SΩd[dΩee]
}
, (4.30)
as well as
∂2Σ
∂λ2
=
1
2
EγEβEa
{
i(γa)βγ(16S2)
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{1
2
(γc)γ
δ∇δ(16S2)
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
− 1
4
(
i∇2 + 8S)(16S2)}
= Ξ(16S2) , (4.31)
with the closed three-form Ξ(L) defined by (2.21). Since the three-form (4.31) is λ-
independent, we conclude that
∂3Σ
∂λ3
= 0 . (4.32)
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Thus we have constructed the closed three-forms (4.28), (4.30) and (4.31).
The super-Weyl variations of Σ and its first and second derivatives with respect to λ
can be computed by representing δσΣ = (δσΣT − δσΣCS) and then making use of (4.19)
and (4.25). It holds that
δσΣ =
1
2
EγEβEa
{
4εabc(γ
b)βγ(γc)ραC
ραδ∇δσ + 4(1− λ)(γa)βγ(∇αS)∇ασ
− 4(1 + 3λ)
3
εabc(γ
b)βγ(γ
c)ρα(∇αS)∇ρσ + 4(λ+ λ2)(γa)βγS∇2σ
+ 8i(1 + λ)εabc(γ
c)βγS∇bσ
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
2i(γc)αβ(∇(αCβγδ))∇δσ + i(γc)δρCγδρ∇2σ
− 2(γd)γα(γc)δρCαδρ∇dσ + 4(1 + λ+ 3λ2 + 3λ3)(γc)γδS2∇δσ
+ 4λεcde(γd)γ
ρ(∇eS)∇ρσ + 4i
3
(γc)γ
ρ(∇2S)∇ρσ
+
2i(1− 6λ− 3λ2)
3
(γc)γ
δ(∇δS)∇2σ − 4(1− λ2)S∇c∇γσ
− 4(λ+ λ2)εcde(γd)γδS∇e∇δσ − 8
3
(1 + 3λ)(∇γS)∇cσ
+
8
3
εcde(γd)γα(∇αS)∇eσ
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
− 2i(γd)αρCαρτ∇d∇τσ + 12i(1− λ− 3λ2 − λ3)S(∇αS)∇ασ
+ (1− 2λ− λ2)(∇2S)∇2σ − 4(1− λ2)S∇e∇eσ
− 8λ(∇eS)∇eσ − 4i(1− 6λ− 3λ
2)
3
(γd)γδ(∇γS)∇d∇δσ
}
+exact three-form , (4.33)
and
δσ
∂Σ
∂λ
=
1
2
EγEβEa
{
− 4(γa)βγ(∇αS)∇ασ − 4εabc(γb)βγ(γc)ρα(∇αS)∇ρσ
+ 4(1 + 2λ)(γa)βγS∇2σ + 8iεabc(γc)βγS∇bσ
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
8(1 + 2λ+ 3λ2)(γc)γ
δS2∇δσ + 4εcde(γd)γδ(∇eS)∇δσ
− 4(1 + λ)i(γc)γδ(∇δS)∇2σ + 8λS∇c∇γσ − 8(∇γS)∇cσ
− 4(1 + 2λ)εcde(γd)γδS∇e∇δσ
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
− 8i(2 + 6λ+ 3λ2)S(∇αS)∇ασ − 2(1 + λ)(∇2S)∇2σ
− 8(∇eS)∇eσ + 8i(1 + λ)(γd)γδ(∇γS)∇d∇δσ + 8λS∇e∇eσ
}
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+exact three-form , (4.34)
and finally
δσ
∂2Σ
∂λ2
=
1
2
EγEβEa
{
8(γa)βγS∇2σ
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
8(1 + 3λ)(γc)γ
δS2∇δσ − 4i(γc)γδ(∇δS)∇2σ
+ 8S∇c∇γσ − 8εcde(γd)γδS∇e∇δσ
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
− 24i(1 + λ)S(∇αS)∇ασ − 2(∇2S)∇2σ
+ 8i(γd)γδ(∇γS)∇d∇δσ + 8S∇a∇aσ
}
+exact three-form . (4.35)
It is seen that each of the closed three-forms constructed varies non-trivially under the
super-Weyl transformations. However, the crucial point is that, for any value of λ, there
exists a linear combination of these three-forms which is super-Weyl invariant modulo an
exact three-form. One may check that the three-form
J = Σ− (1 + λ)∂Σ
∂λ
+
(3 + 2λ+ λ2)
2
∂2Σ
∂λ2
(4.36)
possesses the following properties:
dJ = 0 , (4.37a)
δσJ = exact three-form , (4.37b)
∂J
∂λ
= 0 . (4.37c)
To prove (4.37b) we can proceed in two steps. First, we check that the super-Weyl
variation of Jaβγ can be represented as
δσJaβγ = 8(γa)βγ∇α(S∇ασ) + εabc(γb)βγV c , (4.38)
where V c is a vector that can easily be computed using the relations (4.33)–(4.36). Next,
making use of eqs. (B.3)–(B.4) and ignoring exact terms, we observe that δσJ is an exact
three-form.
Let us write down the final expression for J
J =
1
6
EγEβEα
{
εabcΩα
aΩβ
bΩγ
c
}
16
+
1
2
EγEβEa
{
16i(γa)βγS2 + 2(1 + λ)εacdSΩβcΩγd + εbcdΩabΩβcΩγd
+
[ 8
3
(∇βS)δca −
8
3
εab
c(γb)β
α(∇αS) + 2(γa)βα(γc)δρCαδρ
]
Ωγc
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− 2(1 + λ)(γc)γδCβγδS + 16(2− λ)
3
(γc)β
γ(∇γS)S
+
[ i
2
(γc)αβ(γe)δρ∇(αCβδρ) +
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1 + λ)2S2
)
ηce + 2εcde(∇dS)
]
Ωγe
+
[
εcde(γe)γ
α(γf )δρCαδρ − 4
3
(∇γS)εcdf + 8
3
ηf [c(γd])γ
α(∇αS)
]
Ωdf
− 4(1 + λ)SΩe[cΩγe] − 1
2
εcdeεfghΩd
fΩe
gΩγ
h
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
2iCµρτCµρτ − 8i
3
(∇γS)(∇γS)− 4i(1− λ)(∇2S)S
− 8(3− 3λ− 3λ2 − λ3)S3
+
[ i
2
(γd)αβ(γf )γδ∇(αCβγδ) +
(2i
3
(∇2S) + 4(1 + λ)2S2
)
ηdf + 2εdef (∇eS)
]
Ωdf
+ 2(1 + λ)SΩd[dΩee] − 1
6
εe1e2e3εd1d2d3Ωe1
d1Ωe2
d2Ωe3
d3
}
. (4.39)
Since the three-form J is λ-independent, any convenient value of λ may be used in
order to compute J. Setting λ = 0 gives
J =
1
6
EγEβEα
{
εabcΩα
aΩβ
bΩγ
c
}
+
1
2
EγEβEa
{
16i(γa)βγS2 + 2εacdSΩβcΩγd + εbcdΩabΩβcΩγd
+
[ 8
3
εab
c(γb)βα(DαS) + 8
3
(DβS)δca − 2(γa)βα(γc)δρCαδρ
]
Ωγc
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− 2(γc)δρCγδρS + 32
3
(γc)γ
δ(DδS)S
+
[ i
2
(γc)αβ(γe)δρD(αCβδρ) +
(2i
3
(D2S) + 4S2
)
ηce + 2εcde(DdS)
]
Ωγe
+
[
εcde(γe)γ
α(γf )δρCαδρ − 4
3
(DγS)εcdf + 8
3
ηf [c(γd])γ
α(DαS)
]
Ωdf
− 4SΩe[cΩγe] − 1
2
εcdeεfghΩd
fΩe
gΩγ
h
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
2iCαρτCαρτ − 8i
3
(DγS)(DγS)− 4i(D2S)S − 24S3
+
[ i
2
(γd)αβ(γf )γδD(αCβγδ) +
(2i
3
(D2S) + 4S2
)
ηdf + 2εdef (DeS)
]
Ωdf
+ 2SΩd[dΩee] − 1
6
εe1e2e3εd1d2d3Ωe1
d1Ωe2
d2Ωe3
d3
}
. (4.40)
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4.6 The action principle for conformal supergravity
The three-form J is our main result. Associated with J is the action for N = 1
conformal supergravity defined via the integration of J over spacetime M3:
SCSG =
∫
M3
J =
∫
d3x (∗J) , ∗J =
1
3!
εmnpJmnp . (4.41)
The action is automatically invariant under the local Lorentz and super-Weyl transfor-
mations, since the corresponding variations of the three-form J have been shown to be
exact. It remains to show that SCSG is invariant under general coordinate transformations
of the curved superspace generated by the vector field ξCEC in (2.4). It suffices to repeat
the four-dimensional proof due to Hasler [12] (see also [14])
δξJ = LξJ = ıξ d J + d ıξ J = d ıξ J , (4.42)
where ıξ denotes the interior product and Lξ the Lie derivative. Since the variation δξJ
is an exact three-form, the action SCSG is indeed invariant under superdiffeomorphisms
provided M3 has no boundary.
5 Component action
In this section we reduce the action (4.41) to the component fields, choosing a spe-
cial Wess-Zumino gauge, and demonstrate that it coincides with the well-known action
for N = 1 conformal supergravity [3]. To start with, we elaborate on the component
reduction.
5.1 Components reduction
Given a superfield U(z) we define its bar-projection U | to be the θ-independent term
in the expansion of U(x, θ) in powers of θ’s,
U | := U(x, θ)|θ=0 . (5.1)
In a similar way we define the bar-projection of the covariant derivatives:
DA| := EAM |∂M + 1
2
ΩA
bc|Mbc . (5.2)
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The supergravity gauge freedom may be used to algebraically gauge away a number of
component fields contained in DA except those which constitute the Weyl multiplet of con-
formal supergravity. The supergravity gauge group is spanned by the general coordinate,
local Lorentz and super-Weyl transformations.
The freedom to perform general coordinate and local SL(2,R) transformations can be
used to choose a Wess-Zumino gauge of the form
Dα| = δαµ ∂
∂θµ
⇐⇒ Eαµ| = δαµ , Ωαbc| = 0 , (5.3a)
Da| = Da + Ψaγ(x)Dγ| , (5.3b)
where Da denotes a space-time covariant derivative
Da = ea + ωa , ea = ea
m(x)∂m , ωa =
1
2
ωa
bc(x)Mbc . (5.4)
Here the component inverse vielbein ea
m(x) and the component vielbein em
a(x) are defined
as
ea
m := Ea
m| , ema := Ema| . (5.5)
They are related to each other in the standard way
ea
mem
b = δba , em
aea
n = δnm . (5.6)
The component Lorentz connection is defined as
ωa
bc := Ωa
bc| . (5.7)
Finally, the gravitino is defined by the rule:
Ψa
γ := Ea
γ| , emaΨaγ := −Emγ| . (5.8)
The space-time covariant derivatives Da obey the commutation relations
[Da,Db] = TabcDc + 1
2
RabcdMcd , (5.9)
with Tabc the torsion and Rabcd the curvature. Their explicit expressions are
Tabc = Cabc + 2ω[ab]c , (5.10a)
Rabcd = 2e[aωb]cd + 2ω[ab]fωf cd + 2ω[acfωb]f d − Tabfωf cd , (5.10b)
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where Cabc stands for the anholonomy coefficients,
[ea, eb] = Cabcec , Cabc = 2(e[aeb]n)enc . (5.11)
The connection is uniquely determined as a function of the vielbein and torsion, ωa
cd =
ωa
cd(e, T ). Its explicit form is
ωabc =
1
2
[
(Tabc − Cabc)− (Tbca − Cbca) + (Tcab − Ccab)
]
. (5.12)
So far we have partially fixed the general coordinate and local Lorentz symmetries.
We still have the complete super-Weyl gauge freedom at our disposal. Let us recall the
super-Weyl transformation of the torsion superfield S, eq. (2.11a). It follows from (2.11a)
that we are in a position to choose the gauge
S| = 0 . (5.13)
The conditions (5.3) and (5.13) constitute the complete Wess-Zumino guage. In this
gauge, the only independent component fields are the vielbein and the gravitino, and
they comprise the Weyl multiplet of N = 1 conformal supergravity. The gauge condi-
tion (5.3) does not fix completely the general coordinate and local Lorentz symmetries of
the curved superspace. The residual gauge transformations, which preserve the condition
(5.3), are spanned by (i) the general coordinate transformations in space-time; (ii) the
local Lorentz transformations in space-time; and (iii) the Q-supersymmetry transforma-
tions. The gauge condition (5.13) only partially fixes the super-Weyl gauge freedom. The
residual super-Weyl transformations, which preserve (5.13), are (iv) the space-time Weyl
transformations; and (v) the S-supersymmetry transformations.
To complete the component reduction, we express the gravitino field strength and the
component torsion and curvature in terms of the superfield torsion:
Tabc = −2i(γc)γδΨaγΨbδ , (5.14a)
εc
ab(D[aΨb]
ρ) =
[
− i
2
(γc)αβC
ραβ +
2i
3
(γc)
ρα(DαS) + 1
2
εc
abTabdΨdρ
]∣∣∣ , (5.14b)
εabcRbcd =
[
i(γa)αβ(γd)γδ(D(αCβγδ)) + 4i
3
(D2S)ηcd
+ εabcΨb
γ
(
2(γc)γ
δ(γd)αβCδαβ +
4
3
(
δδγδ
d
c + 2εce
d(γe)γ
δ
)DδS)]∣∣∣ . (5.14c)
Here we have denoted Rabd = 12εdefRabef . Since the torsion is a quadratic polynomial of
the gravitino, eq. (5.14a), the Lorentz connection is determined in terms of the vielbein
and gravitino, ωa
cd = ωa
cd(e,Ψ).
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5.2 The action for conformal supergravity in Wess-Zumino gauge
Our superspace action for N = 1 conformal supergravity, eq. (4.41), is constructed
in terms of the closed three-form J given by (4.40). We now express it in terms of the
component fields. The action can equivalently be rewritten in the following form
SCSG =
1
6
∫
d3x e εabc
[
Jabc − 3Ψaγ Jbcγ − 3ΨaβΨbγ Jcβγ + ΨaαΨbβΨcγ Jαβγ
]∣∣∣ , (5.15)
where e = det(em
a) and the gravitino Ψa
γ is defined according to (5.8). To compute
the integrand, we have to make use of the explicit expressions for the components of the
three-form J, eq. (4.40). In the Wess-Zumino gauge defined by eqs. (5.3a) and (5.13),
the result is
SCSG =
∫
d3x e
{
− 2iCαβγCαβγ + 8i
3
(DαS)DαS + 1
6
εa1a2a3εb1b2b3ωa1
b1ωa2
b2ωa3
b3
+ Ψa
α
[
εabd(γd)α
β(γc)γδCβγδ +
2
3
(DαS)εabc + 8
3
ηc[a(γb])α
β(DβS)
]
ωbc
+
[
− i
2
(γa)αβ(γb)γδD(αCβγδ) − 2i
3
(D2S)ηab
]
ωab
}∣∣∣ . (5.16)
It only remains to make use of the relations (5.14b) and (5.14c) to arrive at the final
expression for the action:
SCSG =
1
4
∫
d3x e εabc
{
ωa
fgRbcfg + 2
3
ωaf
gωbg
hωch
f
−8i
(
DbΨc
α − 1
2
TbcgΨgα
)
(γd)α
β(γa)β
γεdef
(
DeΨf γ − 1
2
Tef hΨhγ
)}
. (5.17)
Up to an overall factor of 1/4, this is the well-known action for N = 1 conformal super-
gravity [3].
6 Outlook
In this paper we have presented the new superfield method to construct the action
for three-dimensional N = 1 conformal supergravity, and thus for N = 1 topologically
massive supergravity. The power of this method is that it may naturally be generalized to
the case ofN -extended conformal supergravity. Here we only sketch such a generalization,
leaving details for a future publication.
Let DA = (Da,DIα) be the superspace covariant derivatives, with I = 1, . . . ,N , which
describe the off-shell N -extended Weyl supermultiplet [9, 10]. Following the conventions
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of [10], we consider a two-parameter deformation of the vector covariant derivative
Dαβ → ∇αβ = Dαβ + λSMαβ + ρCαβKLNKL , (6.1)
where λ and ρ are real parameters, and S and CαβKL are certain dimension-one torsion
tensors. The deformed covariant derivatives ∇A = (∇a,∇Iα) := (∇a,DIα) obey the algebra
[∇A,∇B} = T ABC∇C + 1
2
RAB
cdMcd + 1
2
RAB
KLNKL , (6.2)
with T AB
C the torsion, RAB
cd the Lorentz curvature and RAB
KL the SO(N ) curvature.
As a next stage, we have to consider the equation
dΣ =
1
2
RabRab +
κ
2
RIJRIJ , (6.3)
with κ a real parameter, and look for two solutions ΣT and ΣCS. Here ΣT is a three-form
constructed in terms of the torsion and curvature tensors and their covariant derivatives,
while ΣCS is a standard Chern-Simons three-form. Now, the three-form Σ := ΣT −ΣCS
has the following properties (i) Σ is closed; and (ii) Σ is a polynomial in two variables
λ and ρ. By differentiating Σ with respect to λ and ρ, we will generate a number of
closed three-forms. Finally, we have to look for a linear combinations J of these closed
three-forms, which is super-Weyl invariant modulo exact contributions. The parameter κ
is expected to be fixed by this requirement. It is also expected that J is independent of λ
and ρ, due to its uniqueness. The closed three-form J generates the action for N -extended
conformal supergravity.
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A Supersymmetric action
For completeness of our presentation, in this appendix we review the structure of the
locally supersymmetric action [20] associated with the closed three-form (2.21). This
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action is defined, in complete analogy with (4.41), by integrating the three-form Ξ over
the space-time,
S(L) =
∫
M3
Ξ =
∫
d3x (∗Ξ) , ∗Ξ =
1
3!
εmnpΞmnp , (A.1)
in accordance with the superform approach to construct supersymmetric invariants [12,
13, 14]. In the Wess-Zumino gauge (5.3a), the action can readily be brought to the form
S(L) = 1
6
∫
d3x e εabc
[
Ξabc − 3Ψaγ Ξbcγ − 3ΨaβΨbγ Ξcβγ + ΨaαΨbβΨcγ Ξαβγ
]
, (A.2a)
or equivalently
S(L) =
∫
d3x e
[ i
4
D2 + 2S − 1
2
(γa)γδΨaγDδ − i
2
εabcΨa
βΨb
γ(γc)βγ
]
L . (A.2b)
The locally supersymmetric action (A.2a) was derived in [20]. Our consideration in section
2 shows that this action is super-Weyl invariant. The component action (A.2b) was first
derived in [18].
B Exact three-forms
Given a two-form F 2 =
1
2
EBEAF AB, its exterior derivative is
dF 2 =
1
2
ECEBEA
{
∇AFBC − T ABDFDC
}
. (B.1)
Making use of the explicit expression for the torsion associated with the covariant deriva-
tives ∇A, we obtain
dF 2 =
1
6
EγEβEα
{
3∇αF βγ − 6i(γd)αβF dγ
}
+
1
2
EγEβEa
{
∇aF βγ − 2∇βF aγ − 2(1− λ)(γa)(βδF γ)δS − 2i(γc)βγF ca
}
+
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− εcde∇dF eγ − 1
2
εcde∇γF de − 4λF cγS + (1− λ)εcab(γa)γδF bδS
+
[2i
3
(γc)αδ(∇αS)− i
2
(γc)αβC
αβδ
]
F γδ
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
− 1
2
εdef∇dF ef +
[ i
2
(γd)αβC
αβδ − 2i
3
(γd)αδ(∇αS)
]
F dδ
}
. (B.2)
The relation (B.2) provides us with a rule for “integration by parts” within the su-
perform approach to constructing supersymmetric actions in three dimensions. Such an
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action is associated with a closed three-form, which plays the role of the Lagrangian.
The action does not change if the Lagrangian is shifted by an exact three-form provided
we are allowed to ignore boundary terms (in other words, all Lagrangians in the same
cohomology class define the same action). In carrying out the explicit calculations for
this paper, we have found extremely useful the following two special cases of the rule for
“integration by parts” (B.2).
Firstly, given an antisymmetric tensor F ab, which is equivalent to the vector F
a =
1
2
εabcF bc, it follows from (B.2) that
1
2
EγEβEa
{
εabc(γ
b)βγF
c
}
=
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{ i
2
∇γF c
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{ i
2
∇dF d
}
+exact three-form . (B.3)
Secondly, suppose that F aβ = (γa)βγV
γ, for some spinor V γ. Then it follows from
(B.2) and (B.3) that
1
2
EγEβEa
{
(γa)βγ∇αV α
}
=
1
2
EγEbEaεabc
{
− 3
2
(1 + λ)(γc)γ
αV αS − i
4
(γc)γ
α∇2V α
+
1
2
εcde(γd)γ
α∇eV α − 1
2
∇cV γ
}
+
1
6
EcEbEaεabc
{
2i(∇αS)V α − i
2
(γd)ρτ∇d∇ρV τ
}
+exact three-form . (B.4)
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